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Minutes of marketing committee, March 18, 2020 
 
Attendees – Willem Vanderkooi, chairperson, Matthew Jenkins, board liaison, Jo Clough, Beverly McGowan, 
Jason Tice, Ruth Page 
 
Called to order at 7pm EST by Willem Vanderkooi 
 
Being our first meeting, many ideas were put out for consideration. 
 

- Mathew opened with mentioned that we are tasked by the BOD to create a FHANA logo.  This was high 
on the list of important things from the Strategic Planning Committee. 

-  
-  Jo went thru an overview of the last marketing committee’s projects, which was then e-mailed to everyone 
-  One item was the marketing budget.  Jo questioned if we should be releasing some of the monies since many 
FHANA sponsored shows, etc., have been canceled because of COVID-19.  Decided to wait for a while to see 
how things play out. 
-  The FHANA Ambassador program is being worked by the membership committee. 
-  Tracking imports of Friesians was mentioned by Jo to identify Friesians who are not registered with FHANA 
when they arrive in the US (many horses coming to California are then being sent to Mexico).    Matthew 
suggested working with Horses to Fly to get data and send FHANA collateral with the horses. 
-  FHANA FAMILY program communicated with vendors to see if they wanted to partner and have their 
collateral sent out by us, however no responses were received. 
-  Jamie Knight was contacted about putting ads in various other magazines, etc. 
 
-  Ruth mentioned getting data from the website, on traffic patterns when a new program is introduced, to 
understand if the program was successful.  Every program should have an ROI. 
 
-  Ruth and Beverly suggested focusing on getting chapters involved.  Ruth suggested  face to face interactions, 
wine and cheese at shows/events, etc., is more engaging for new potential members.  Beverly suggested every 
chapter become a member of their local chamber of commerce. 
 
-  Jo agreed that personal relationships make a strong pull for new members as well as member stories, 
including charitable programs and events. 
 
-  Ruth stated marketing the registry (and FHANA) is different than marketing the breed.  If we're going to 
market the registry, we need to understand what the other registries offer, and why some members have gone to 
them vs. KFPS (FHANA).  Beverly stated that some members only join KFPS to take a horse to a keuring and 
then drop out, or go to another registry. 
-  Jason stated that the Friesian horse sells itself and that we are really marketing the registry. 
-  Matthew suggested doing an analysis of the FSH registry, costs, what they offer, etc. 
-  Ruth stated one reason for going to FSH registry is because it is a national registry, vs. a registry of 
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Netherlands.   
-  Willem stated it’s important that members understand why for example, judges come from NL for 
inspections, etc. 
 
Mathew mentioned we should conduct meetings along RRO protocol and will send protocol to Willem.   
 
-  Ruth stated a schedule and ‘due dates’ for tasks might be implemented. 
-  Willem asked for an ‘action plan’ for the branding campaign (not just a logo) from Mathew and he committed 
to having some prototypes ready for the next meeting.  His suggestion is to start with concepts, get them 
approved, then drill down on finer details. 
 
-  Mathew asked for everyone to send in their ideas of what our priorities should be. 
 
-  Willem asked if we need more members for this committee and was agreed that it was not necessary. 
 
-  Ruth asked if data from the strategic planning event was available.  Mathew stated it will be sent out shortly. 
 
-  Mathew mentioned the membership committee is working on the youth program. 
 
-  Beverly mentioned a program called ‘Friesian Angels' who send out a personally monogrammed pillow for 
members whose horses have passed. 
 
-  Matthew brought up an upgrade to the website classifieds to allow members to manage their ads, like a 
reminder when an ad expires, etc.  He also brought up the need to translate the FHANA website to Spanish.  He 
stated FHANA has to use the KFPS web designer. 
 
-  The next meeting is scheduled for the April 1st, 2020 at 7pm EST.  Matthew stated this is ideal time (the 1st 
Wed. of the month) because it is before the deadline to submit items to the BOD's meetings, which are the 2nd 
Tues. of every month.   
 
-  Willem asked for a motion to adjourn the meeting.  Beverly made the motion to adjourn the meeting and it 
was 2nd by Matthew. 
 
 
 
 

 


